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Robust increases in pERK occur in MSNs
of the nucleus accumbens in response to psychostimulants and other drugs of abuse and are
considered critical for enabling their long-lasting
behavioral changes (22, 25, 26). The induction of
such behaviors is inhibited by the local or systemic application of MAPK kinase (MEK) or ERK
kinase inhibitors, such as SL327 (22, 27–29). To
determine whether striatal ERK phosphorylation
was necessary for the abnormal increase in locomotor activity, Slc12a2K842*/K842* mice were given
an intraperitoneal injection or a local injection
of SL327 to the nucleus accumbens. In both sets
of experiments, SL327 administration restored
locomotor activity to normal levels without affecting the levels of activity in controls (Fig. 4).
Mutant mice treated with local SL327 returned
to their baseline, presurgery locomotor levels of
activity by day 3, which suggested that the injection did not cause permanent damage. SL327
administration did not affect grooming, which
suggested that increased striatal pERK selectively elevates locomotor activity levels and not
general activity.
This study demonstrates that inner ear dysfunction can induce molecular changes in the
striatum that promote increased motor hyperactivity. The neural circuits linking inner ear defects
to abnormal striatal function are likely transmitted
by the normal auditory and vestibular input pathways, primarily via the thalamus and neocortex
(30), but this remains to be demonstrated. Our
results also suggest that a neurobiological cause,
rather than simply socioenvironmental factors,
contributes to the high incidence of behavioral
disorders associated with inner ear dysfunction in

children and adolescents. Moreover, disruption
of the ERK pathway in the striatum provides a
potential target for intervention. Finally, it is intriguing to ponder whether sensory impairments
other than those associated with inner ear defects
could also cause or contribute to psychiatric or motor disorders that have traditionally been considered
exclusively of cerebral origin.
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Topographic Representation
of Numerosity in the Human
Parietal Cortex
B. M. Harvey,1* B. P. Klein,1 N. Petridou,2 S. O. Dumoulin1
Numerosity, the set size of a group of items, is processed by the association cortex, but certain
aspects mirror the properties of primary senses. Sensory cortices contain topographic maps
reflecting the structure of sensory organs. Are the cortical representation and processing of
numerosity organized topographically, even though no sensory organ has a numerical structure?
Using high-field functional magnetic resonance imaging (at a field strength of 7 teslas), we
described neural populations tuned to small numerosities in the human parietal cortex. They are
organized topographically, forming a numerosity map that is robust to changes in low-level
stimulus features. The cortical surface area devoted to specific numerosities decreases with
increasing numerosity, and the tuning width increases with preferred numerosity. These
organizational properties extend topographic principles to the representation of higher-order
abstract features in the association cortex.

H

umans and many other animals use numerosity to guide behavior and decisions
(1–4). Numerosity perception becomes
less precise as the size of numbers increases (4–8)
and is particularly effective for small numbers

(9). Animals, infants, and tribes with no numerical language perceive numerosity (1, 10–12),
although they cannot count or use symbolic representations of number. Thus, numerosity processing is an evolutionarily preserved cognitive
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function, distinct from counting and humans’
unique symbolic and mathematical abilities (12).
Because aspects of numerosity processing mirror
primary sensory perception, it has been referred
to as a “number sense” (2, 3).
The primary sensory and motor cortices in
the brain are organized topographically. Is the
neural organization for numerosity similarly topographic? The neural representation of numerosity resides in higher-order association cortices,
including the posterior parietal cortex. Human
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) consistently identifies this region as particularly responsive to numerosity manipulations (6, 12–14),
and in similar regions, macaque neurophysiology
describes neurons tuned to visual numerosity
(4, 5, 7, 15). Both human fMRI and macaque neurophysiological response properties are closely
linked to behavioral numerosity performance (4, 6).
We elicited responses to visual patterns with
varying numerosity in study participants, while
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Fig. 1. Stimuli, responses, and neural population
tuning. (A) Illustration of stimulus conditions, with examples representing different numerosities. (B) Two example fMRI time courses from sites in the posterior
parietal cortex, separated by about 2 cm, elicited by the
numerosity stimulus sequence (top inset). BOLD, blood
oxygen level–dependent. Points represent mean response
amplitudes; error bars represent the standard error over
repeated runs. In the upper panel, the largest response
amplitude occurs after the presentation of low numerosities, whereas in the lower panel the largest response
occurs with higher numerosities, considering the hemodynamic response delay. To quantify these differences,
we developed a novel data-analysis method that extracts numerosity tuning from the time courses, following methods we developed in the visual cortex (17)
(fig. S4). The numerosity model captures about 90%
of the variance (R2) in the time courses, as indicated by the colored lines. (C) Representation of the neural model that best fits each time course. The model
describes a Gaussian tuning function in logarithmic numerosity space with two parameters: preferred numerosity and tuning width defined by the full width
at half maximum (FWHM). Different model parameters explain the differences seen in (B), capturing a similar amount of the variance.

acquiring high-field (7 teslas) fMRI data. Changing
numerosity in a visual display affects visual features such as luminance, contrast, density, and
total edge length. Therefore, establishing numerosity selectivity requires several control conditions
(Fig. 1A and figs. S1 and S2) (15). Consequently, we included conditions in which total dot
area (“constant area” condition), individual dot
size (“constant dot size”), or total dot circumference (“constant circumference”) were constant.
A further condition contained much higher dot
pattern density (“high density”). Finally, to check
generalization to other objects, we replaced dots
with different shapes (“variable features”). During stimulus presentation, participants reported
when dots were shown in white rather than black
(10% of presentations). No numerosity judgments
were required. Participants performed above 90%
correct.
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Fig. 2. Topographic representation of numerosity.
(A) The variance explained by the model (R2) highlighted
a region in the right parietal cortex where neural populations demonstrated numerosity tuning in all stimulus conditions (Fig. 1A). The black square is enlarged in
(B). (B) Numerosity preferences for data averaged from
all stimulus conditions, showing preferred numerosity
increasing from the medial to lateral ends (white lines)
of the region of interest (ROI) (black and white lines).
Areas of low signal intensity, corresponding to pial surface veins (red dashed lines, fig. S3), were excluded
from further analysis (30). (C) Numerosity preference
progression from medial to lateral along the ROI for all
conditions. All recording sites were organized by their
distances from the two white lines. Dots represent the
mean preferred numerosity in each distance bin, with
error bars showing the standard error. We fitted the
binned points with a logarithmic function (solid black
line), with 95% confidence intervals to the fit (dashed
black lines) determined by bootstrapping. More cortical
area is devoted to lower number; i.e., cortical magnification decreases at higher numerosity. Different stimulus
conditions are represented as colored lines joining the
condition-specific bin means.
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The displayed numerosity varied systematically within an fMRI scan (Fig. 1B, top inset).
This stimulus elicited remarkably different response profiles at different recording sites (Fig.
1B), despite having similar hemodynamic response functions (fig. S6). We summarized these
fMRI signals using numerosity-tuned neural models (Fig. 1C and fig. S4). These describe Gaussian
functions in logarithmic numerosity space, following behavioral (4), computational (16), neuroimaging (6), and neurophysiological (4, 5) results
(fig. S5). The models have two parameters: preferred numerosity and tuning width (the numerosity range to which the population responds).
This analysis is analogous to conventional population receptive field analysis in the visual cortex (17). These models explain much of the signal
variance (R2), summarizing fMRI responses with
two parameters. They capture similar amounts
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of variance for both example response profiles
in Fig. 1B, explaining time course differences by
different numerosity tunings (Fig. 1C).
A specific region in the posterior parietal cortex was highlighted, where the models captured
much response variance in all stimulus conditions (Fig. 2A and fig. S7). This region’s position
was consistent between the eight participants, in
the posterior superior parietal lobule, centered at
mean (SD) Montreal Neurological Institute x,y,z
coordinates of 23 (4), –60 (7), 60 (7) (18) and
closely matches previous reports of a region responding strongly to numerosity manipulations
(6, 12–14).
Projecting each recording site’s preferred numerosity onto the unfolded cortical surface revealed an orderly topographic map (Fig. 2B).
Medial and lateral regions preferred low and
high numerosities, respectively. The topographic
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Fig. 4. The progression of population tuning
width (see Fig. 1C) across the cortical surface
(A) and with preferred numerosity (B) for one
representative participant. Dots represent mean
tuning widths in each preferred numerosity bin, and
error bars represent standard errors. Dashed lines
represent 95% confidence intervals of the fit (solid
line) to the bin means. Tuning width increases with
preferred numerosity for all participants (fig. S13B).
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progression and its direction were consistent between participants and stimulus conditions (fig.
S8). Numerosity selectivity was also present in
the left hemisphere (fig. S9) and in neighboring
regions of the right hemisphere, but with lower
variance explained and less clear, less consistent
topographic structure. To quantify the numerosity
organization, we sorted recording sites within this
region by their distance from the borders representing lowest and highest numerosities (white
lines in Fig. 2B). We then plotted preferred numerosity against cortical distance for individual
stimulus conditions and their average (Fig. 2C
and fig. S10).
Numerosity preference was organized topographically in all stimulus conditions, so numerosity preference is significantly correlated between
conditions (Fig. 3A and fig. S11A). However,
absolute numerosity preference varied with stimulus condition (Fig. 3B and fig. S11B), which is
consistent with results from single macaque
neurons (5). In particular, the constant circumference condition differs from other conditions. It
has very different dot sizes from other conditions (Fig. 1A and fig. S2), and we propose that dot
size interacts with numerosity preference, be-

cause line length–selective neurons are found with
numerosity-selective neurons in the macaque posterior parietal lobe (19).
The rate of numerosity preference change
with distance increased with numerosity; i.e.,
the cortical magnification factor decreases (Fig.
2C). Thus, more cortical surface area represents
lower than higher numerosities (fig. S12). Similarly, more macaque posterior parietal neurons
prefer low than high numerosities (5). Such overrepresented parts of other topographic maps
also show more precise response selectivity
than elsewhere in the map; i.e., tuning width is
smaller. Tuning widths changed across the topographic map along with preferred numerosity
(Fig. 4A and fig. S13A). Population tuning width
increased with preferred numerosity (Fig. 4B
and fig. S13B), in line with single macaque neuron (4, 5), neuroimaging (6), and behavioral results (6–8). However, population tuning widths
are larger than macaque single-neuron tuning
widths (fig. S14). This may arise from differences
in neural population size (~400,000 neurons in
our recording points), the scatter of response
preferences at a single cortical location, hemodynamic properties, interpolation steps in fMRI
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analyses, task differences, and/or species differences (17).
Neuroimaging studies consistently show that
this part of the parietal cortex responds to numerosity manipulations (6, 12–14), and parietal lesions can cause number-processing deficits (20).
Macaque neurophysiology demonstrates numerosity tuning in single neurons in a similar parietal
region (5), and human neural adaptation properties suggest that numerosity-tuned populations exist
in the same area, with tuning widths increasing
with preferred numerosity (6). We extended these
observations by directly measuring numerosity
tuning in the human cortex and describing a topographic organization of numerosity, a numerosity
cortical magnification factor, and a relationship
between preferred numerosity and numerosity
tuning width. Based on similar behavioral performance and cortical location of numerosityselective populations in humans and macaques,
we expect similar topographic organization in
macaques. The spatial scale of the topographic
organization is several centimeters. Consequently, methodological limitations of single-neuron
recordings may have prevented its identification;
i.e., at single-neuron resolution, topography may
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Fig. 3. Comparison of numerosity preferences
across recording points in different stimulus conditions, averaged across participants. (A) Because
numerosity preferences are topographically organized in all stimulus conditions, they are always correlated. (B) However, preferences change with stimulus
conditions, with preference increasing particularly in
the constant circumference condition. t, t statistic.
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be obscured by the scatter of response properties,
broad single-neuron tuning, neurons with other
response properties, and an unknown direction
of topography change. However, both methodologies are complementary, and our measurements are consistent with neurophysiology. Both
support numerosity tuning, albeit at different scales,
in similar parts of the brain, with more neurons
tuned to smaller numerosities and increases in
tuning width with preferred numerosity. These
properties are analogous to organization properties of the sensory and motor cortices and may
underlie the decreased precision at higher numerosities that is commonly seen in human and
animal behavior (4, 6, 8, 12–14).
Our numerosity-selective responses cannot be
explained by other visual attributes of the stimulus. First, tuning and topographic structure were
found using stimuli controlled for low-level features. Second, responses in visual field maps such
as V1 cannot be captured by the numerosity model but follow stimulus contrast energy (fig. S15).
Third, parietal visual field map borders (21) did
not correspond to numerosity map borders and
their relative positions varied considerably between participants (fig. S16). In macaques, over
80% of single neurons here show no numerosity
selectivity (5, 19), so independent representations
of numerosity and visual space may exist in one
cortical region, represented by different neurons.
Alternatively, these populations have large visual
receptive fields and may be tuned to numerosity
presented anywhere within this receptive field.
Interactions between overlapping numerosity and
visuospatial representations may underlie the
cognitive spatial “number line” (11, 22). However,
we find no consistent relationship between numerosity and visuospatial responses.
What is the nature of the numerosity representation? We found no number-tuned responses for
Arabic numerals (fig. S17), suggesting that neurons here do not respond to symbolic number
representations. We propose that current biologically plausible computational models of numerosity processing, driven by visual features, can
produce the numerosity selectivity we see (16, 23).
Some models suggest that (as we find) numerosity selectivity depends on stimulus features, such
as dot size (23). Computational models of nu-
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merosity extraction may thus explain these differences in numerosity tuning, consistent with
behavioral results (7, 23).
Numerosity processing and its cortical organization may be fundamental to human abilities
in mathematics and economics. Although numerosity judgments and complex mathematical
abilities rely on different processes, individual
differences in these abilities are correlated (24).
Macaques and young children can perform simple,
approximate addition and subtraction (25, 26).
In macaques, the parietal and prefrontal cortices
contain neurons responding specifically during simple mathematical tasks, together with numerosityselective neurons (27). Associations between visual
numerosity and symbolic number representations
develop early in life (10). Numerosity, number,
and size are fundamental to our understanding of
magnitude and quantity and underlie higher-level
concepts of value (22).
Our results demonstrate that topographic representations, common in the sensory and motor
cortices, can emerge within the brain to represent
abstract features such as numerosity. Similarities
in cortical organization suggest that the computational benefits of topographic representations,
for example efficiency in wiring (28, 29), apply
to higher-order cognitive functions and sensorymotor functions alike. As such, topographic organization may be common in higher cognitive
functions. On the other hand, topographic organization supports the view that numerosity perception resembles a primary sense (2, 3). These
views are not mutually exclusive, but both challenge the established distinction between primary
topographic representations and abstracted representations of higher cognitive functions.
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